Zone electric golf cart wiring diagram

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. Shower Stall Schematic show the circuit flow with its impression rather
than a genuine representation. They only provide general information and cannot be used to
repair or examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get
presented with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and
horizontal lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its
wires. A represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the
picture with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Shower Stall
Schematic The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing
electrical circuits and implementing them. Romtec Inc. Aquatic Accessible Acrylic 60 in.
Movable Seat for Shower Stall - diagram, schematic, and image 02Patents. Restroom-Shower
â€” Romtec Inc. Aquatic Accessible AcrylX 36 in. DreamLine SlimLine 34 in. Related Shower
Stall Schematic. Quick Links. User's Guide. Related Manuals for Zone Spark No related
manuals. Please learn whether there are any restrictions in the area where you intend to use the
vehicle. Do not make any modifications or additions to the suspension which may affect the
capacity or safety of the vehicle. The switch engages the 12v accessory system headlights,
horn, radio, turn signals at the same time. Switch must be fully depressed into the proper
position. Note: While in reverse, a beeping noise occurs. This meter will descend from the top 1
to the bottom 0 as the battery discharges. It is prohibited to step down on both the brake pedal
and the accelerator pedal at the same time. The parking brake will automatically release when
the accelerator pedal is depressed. Page 9: Maintenance Every time you check the water levels
on the batteries, you should check the tightness of the cables to prevent spark or damage to
battery post. Any cables that look corroded or damaged should be replaced immediately. Page
10 that all of the useful plates inside the batteries are utilized and will limit premature failures.
There is no harm in charging the vehicle as necessary to gain a full charge. It is in fact
recommended that you give the vehicle an opportunity charge whenever it is not in use. Before
charging the vehicle, please read any and all information provided with the charge unit.
Explosive hydrogen gas is produced while batteries are charging. Keep vehicle away from any
open flames. Optimal ventilation for vehicle charging is in a hour. There are no user serviceable
parts inside the controller. No attempt should be made to open, repair or otherwise modify the
controller. Doing so may damage the controller and will void the warranty. Page Storage
Scheduled maintenance of your new vehicle should be done by a certified technician. Once per
year or once every 6 months, depending on use the vehicle should be checked for brake wear
and proper function. Refer to charger section of this manual for details of LED color definitions.
Q: Why does my car ride very rough? A: This vehicle is based off a golf car chassis. The shock
absorbers are only used for stability. The charge unit then reduces its output power until
temperature is maintained. Ambient air over 85 degrees may cause the unit to be warmer than
usual and is not a failure. In some cases it may be required to check the charge algorithm and
adjust as necessary. Page 16 2. Vehicle must be plugged in for procedure. Loosen charger from
the rear compartment beneath the rear facing seat. Troubleshooting Charts and Guides Cont.
Print page 1 Print document 21 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign
up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Forum Announcement. Zone
Electric charging system. Posts Latest Activity. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template Next.
Bill Irving. Zone Electric charging system September 23, , PM. I recently purchased a Zone
Electric golf car. The thing is literally brand new with the plastic wrap still on the seats. After I
had the thing a couple of days, I discovered that the built in charger would not charge the
batteries. Since the thing sat unused for quite a while I figured that the batteries might have

issues, so I pulled them all out and took them to the local Interstate dealer to have them
checked. It is a 48V cart with 8 6volt deep cycle batteries. All of the batteries charged fine at the
interstate dealer and all passed the load test. When I was reinstalling the batteries, I noticed that
there was a loose wire in the battery compartment that I had not seen when I pulled the batteries
out. I had very carefully drawn a wiring diagram and position of the batteries when I removed
them so I know I did not disconnect this wire, but somebody had messed with the batteries
before I bought the cart so I am assuming they disconnected this wire and forgot to reconnect
it. My question is this: Where the heck does this wire go? The wire is white with an orange
stripe and has a connector on the end of it that looks like it goes on a battery post. It has a
yellow collar on the end of the wire with the number 12 on it, and the wire is encased in a
heavier black sheath almost like a piece of shrink tubing. I know I can probably trace the wire
back to it's source, but I thought I anybody had one of these carts Zone electric they could take
a look at theirs and let me know where it goes. Thanks in advance if anyone can help. Tags:
None. Jack mac. January 5, , PM. I had the same unknown wire. Mine was green however..
Actually power was only six volts.. The fix was to use the 12 volts to the accessory plug to
power the 12 Volt radio. If Anyone has an electrical diagram to a 48 volt machine, let me know.
Comment Post Cancel. Unconfigured Ad Widget. Yes No. OK Cancel. Zone Electric wiring
diagram. I found this when looking for the wiring diagram when I F'ed up and shorted something
last week. Quite handy. Turns out I blew the 10A fuse at the controller under the seat. Replaced
and repaired other stuff and all good again. Attached Files golf cart wiring diagram. Today BGW.
Sponsored Links. Re: Zone Electric wiring diagram. BTW, what I messed up was shorting the
wires on the left side of the battery meter. Don't do that. The black paint looked bad and worn. I
figured I would pull out the items and paint that with some blue paint I had laying around few
coats of clear while I was replacing the stereo this year. I had a helper for some of this as well.
He wanted to strike a pose and get a picture taken. I had some issues with power to the stereo
this year. Turns out it was NOT a bad stereo as I thought it didn't survive the winter, but rather
the inline fuse holder I installed in the battery compartment. That fuse holder was corroded after
a year or so in the vapors above the batteries. Having problem with turn signals. Hi Servpro,
thanks for the pictures. I have a Zone that was missing the batteries when I got it and now have
two wires left that I do not know where they go, everything else is connected. One of the wires
is a green wire that comes out from a three wire conduit that I think it's for the charger. Where is
that green wire hooked up on your Zone? I can't tell from your pictures. The other wire is a
stand-alone wire. It's white with an orange stripe and has a connector on the end of it that looks
like it goes on a battery post. It has a yellow collar on the end of the wire with the number 12 on
it, and the wire is encased in a heavier black sheath almost like a piece of shrink tubing. If you
could look at your cart and perhaps take additional closer pictures? Thanks in advance! Hey,
did you ever figure out where the green wire goes? I have the same problem you do on my cart.
I have two zone electric cars. The Green wire goes nowhere on both. The white wire with orange
stripe in a black sleeve goes to the positive terminal of the rear middle battery to power
accessories. I too have the mysterious yellow wire 12 issue. The other end appears to be
switched power at the dashboard for the stereo and is connected, but not working. I can't find a
place to hook the other end in the battery compartment. When I did hit a battery terminal, I fried
the 15A fuse in the stereo. Where does 12V power come from for the stereo if there's nowhere to
connect the 12 wire in the battery compartment? I'll throw out another view and observation on
the subject. The attached pic is from my Zone. The bottom battery in the pic is on the passenger
right side. The volt meter is to the right of the bottom battery mounted on the kick panel on the
other side of the body. My charger is hooked up as shown. The red collar is the positive on the
top right battery and the black collar is the negative post on the bottom battery. The red wire
attached to the positive post is the charger wire along with the white and black wire that is
attached to the negative post on the bottom battery. Note the Green wire isn't attached to
anything. Note the heat sink to the left side of the bottom battery. That is the DC to DC
converter. I suspect that is the source harness for a 12v radio power supply. Note tow switch to
the left side of the converter for reference. JPG Originally Posted by gallowayb. All times are
GMT The time now is PM. Privacy Policy - Golf Carts - Top. This Website and forum is the
property of Buggiesgonewild. No material may be taken or duplicated in part or full without prior
written consent of the owners of buggiesgonewild. All rights reserved. User Name. Remember
Me? Golf Cart Pics. Site Sponsors. Mark Forums Read. Page 1 of 2. Thread Tools. Zone Electric
wiring diagram I found this when looking for the wiring diagram when I F'ed up and shorted
something last week. Attached Files. Attached Im
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ages. Send a private message to servpro. Find More Posts by servpro. Re: Zone Electric wiring
diagram does anyone have a wiring diagram for a zone nev? Send a private message to
cgseward Find More Posts by cgseward Posts: 1. Re: Zone Electric wiring diagram Hi Servpro,
thanks for the pictures. Re: Zone Electric wiring diagram Hey, did you ever figure out where the
green wire goes? Find More Posts by stanyl. Re: Zone Electric wiring diagram I have two zone
electric cars. Find More Posts by Randy Armstrong. Re: Zone Electric wiring diagram I too have
the mysterious yellow wire 12 issue. Find More Posts by gallowayb. Re: Zone Electric wiring
diagram I'll throw out another view and observation on the subject. Send a private message to
warbirdfan. Find More Posts by warbirdfan. Re: Zone Electric wiring diagram Quote: Originally
Posted by gallowayb I too have the mysterious yellow wire 12 issue. Similar Threads. Electric
Wiring Diagram. G8 Electric Wiring Diagram. G2 Electric Wiring Diagram.

